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Description:
Massive geopolitical changes are altering the face of our
economy. This will create distortions in the flow of capital and
increased risk for many. But it will also create incredible
opportunities for savvy investors. Each month in Resolute
Wealth Letter, editor Tom Luongo reveals new, deeply
undervalued natural resources, commodities, and stock
investment picks that allow you to take advantage of these
dynamic global economic trends.
Over the coming months and years, Tom will identify
investments that you will likely hold for years. Combining topdown macroeconomic analysis with technical research and a
thorough review of corporate fundamentals, Tom is able to pick
the winners that so many others miss. Whether it’s a real estate
investment company in Singapore or a frac sand explorer in
Canada, you can be sure that Tom has hand-picked investments
that meet his strict criteria for growth, stability, and security in
an uncertain world.
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These subscribers are avid watchers of CNBC and Fox Business
News. They turn to publications like The Wall Street Journal,
Barron’s, Fortune Magazine, Forbes Magazine, Kiplinger’s
Magazine, Morning Star Publications, Money Magazine and
Financial Newsletters including those published by Agora,
Money Map Press, Porter Stansberry, Sovereign Society,
InvestorPlace, Value Line, Zacks, Motley Fool, and other
financial advisories. They also follow the latest on gurus in the
investing world including Warren Buffet.

Specifications:
Unlimited text, subject line, maximum 3
hyperlinks
Key Demographics:
$81,000 is the mean household income
69% have an account with an investment
company
29% more likely to buy/sell mutual funds
or bonds.
Three times as likely to buy stocks online
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